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Introduction
IT labour market monitor 2015 Netherlands  

We hereby present you the IT labour market monitor 2015. In this market monitor, 
you will find the latest trends and developments within the Dutch IT labour market, 
and you will also see how the labour market is rapidly changing, especially when 
compared to 2014 and 2013.

In general, the job mobility and external orientation of IT professionals has increased 
dramatically as compared to previous years. On average, 13% of the IT professionals 
is actively looking for a new job, whereas 51% is passively looking for a new job. 
The cause for this increased labour market mobility is obviously a result of growing 
consumer confidence and improving economic perspectives.
 
As a result, the rising job mobility has strong consequences for the day-to-day 
recruitment operation of companies within the Dutch market space. It is no longer 
guaranteed that sufficient prospective candidates can be found by means of  
traditional recruitment instruments such as online media. Especially IT candidates 
with a technology-oriented profile often receive several job offers from various  
employers at the same time. Competition is increasing. Therefore, employers need 
to adapt to this situation rapidly. 
 
This adaptation requires strong adjustments in the recruitment strategies of  
companies. To recalibrate your recruitment strategy, it is important to understand 
the characteristics and motivations of IT professionals. In this IT labour market  
monitor, we provide you with insights and strategies that you as an employer can 
adopt in order to position your company as a favourable employer in the future IT 
labour market.
 
In conclusion, the IT labour market is incredibly dynamic and diverse. The IT market 
includes many specific subdomains with specific dynamics. For example, think of  
specific areas of functional experience, technological expertise, methodologies,  
industry experience and personal competences. As a result, there are many  
different recruitment topics to focus on. Although this report gives you access to 
overall trends and developments within the IT labour market in 2015, we cannot 
possibly dig deeper into on all specific recruitment topics that we see around us. 
Specific labour market questions need specific answers. So in case you have specific 
questions, we would be happy to discuss this with you in more detail.
 
Finally, we could not have done this research without the close cooperation of  
Intelligence Group. This labour market monitor was successfully realized using the 
data and knowledge of the team of Geert-Jan Waasdorp. If you have any questions 
or comments concerning this report, please contact us.
 
We hope that this IT labour market monitor is of added value for your recruitment 
practice.

Donald Derksen
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•  The majority of the group highly educated IT 
 professionals consists of mid career employees 
 with 4 to 10 years of work experience. 
• Self-employed IT professionals (23,000) change 
 jobs assignments several times a year. On 
 average, they work for 3 different employers per 
 year, which results in 69,000 transitions of 
 self-employed IT professionals each year.
• As a result, the total supply of self-employed 
 IT professionals exceeds the supply of employed 

 IT professionals. And this is without taking into 
 account that self-employed IT professionals  
 often apply for new job assignments at the same  
 employer, even if there have been rejected for 
 that position before. 
• The dominance of supply of self-employed IT 
 professionals looking for a new job assignment 
 provides great opportunities for creating flexible 
 labour relationships. However, this report 
 focuses on permanent IT professionals.

Self-employed IT professionals dominate  
the total supply of IT professionals:  
2 out of 3 yearly job transitions are made  
by self-employed IT professionals

IT professionals with permanent 
labor relationship 

305,000

Number of job transitions of self-
employed IT professionals 

69,000

Self-employed IT professionals 

23,000

Active job seekers 
(employed IT professionals)  

39,000

Junior
<4 year work experience

17,000

Mid-career
4-10 year work experience

225,000

Senior
 >10 year work experience

64,000

Total supply of
employed IT professionals

Total supply of self-employed
IT professionals

39,000

69,000

Source: Arbeidsmarkt GedragsOnderzoek (AGO)
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• Student enrolment and graduation for IT 
 programs on educational institutions have risen
 in the last 5 years*.
• More and more students start an IT bachelor 
 program. In 2014 the number of students who 
 started an IT bachelor program increased by 
 1,000 (35%) as compared to 2010. The student 
 enrolments in IT master programs increased with
 725 (25%) in the last 5 years.

• The total number of IT students who graduated 
 for an IT bachelor or master program, 2,565, 
 was at the lowest in 2012 (decreased with 10% 
 as compared to 2011). In 2013, the number of 
 graduates had increased with 315 (12%) as 
 compared to 2012.
• As a result of the increasing student enrolments 
 for IT bachelor and master programs, more 
 highly educated IT graduates will enter the 
 labour market in the upcoming years.
 

Enrolment of IT students on the labour 
market is increasing
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Source = The Dutch Education Executive Agency (Dienst Uitvoering Onderwijs (DUO))

*) Student enrolments are the students who start a new study, graduates are the students who finished their study



Why study IT? 

Reasons for choosing an IT study often relate to 
a strong personal interest in IT. Many students 
perceive IT as a challenging domain, where hobby 
and passion are combined. Furthermore, students 
choose an IT study, because they believe their IT 
skills will be socially relevant.   
 
Which are the most popular IT studies?
Information Science and Technical Information  
Science are the two most popular bachelor  
programs on master level. Computer Science is  
the most popular master program. On HBO  
level, bachelor students prefer to study Information 
Science. In addition, the bachelor studies HBO ICT 
and Technical Information Science are popular as 
well. 

The educational trends for IT in 2015

Over the years, employers are increasingly looking 
for professionals who combine both business and 
IT skills. In 2015, even more employers are looking 
for these candidates. Therefore, competition for 
this specific sort of talent on the edge of business 
and IT is rising. 

In line with this trend, the master program in  
Business Information Management was introduced 
in 2011. In this program, students focus on  
understanding and optimizing activities at the 
point where business and information technology 
meet. In the last five years, the number of student 
enrolments for Business Information Management 
programs increased every year. As a result, more  
IT graduates with knowledge of both business and 
IT can be expected to enter the labour market in 
the upcoming years.  
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Information Science most popular IT study 
for both bachelor and master students  

  B =  Bachelor and M = Master

  Source: DUO

Most popular master (wo) studies 
 
 1 B Technical Information Science (Informatica)

 2 B Information Science

 3 M Computer Science

 4 M Business Information Management

 5 M Information Science

 6 B Artificial intelligence

 7 M Information Science

 8 B Beta-gamma

 9 M Computer Science and Engineering

Most popular bachelor (hbo) studies 
 
 1 Information Science (Informatica)

 2 HBO-ICT

 3 Technical Information Science

 4 Information Security Management



Information Science is a great 
study! All students share the 
same passion and hobbies.  
Everyone makes games or  
websites. 
 
It is also a highly scientific field where abstract
thinking plays an important role. I think this is very 
interesting!    

I made the choice for this study 
mainly because of the wish to 
understand how computers work 
and how software is made.  
Furthermore I think programming 
is fun and exciting.   

I do like IT because you can make things to perform 
better. Moreover the things you do will improve 
people’s productivity.       

Source:  techiekpact; studenten van hogescholen en universiteiten; Tweakers; VHTO Landelijk expertisebureau bèta en techniek 



At this moment, 39,000 (13%) employed IT  
professionals are actively looking for a new job.  
An additional 160,000 (52%) employed IT  
professionals are passively looking for a new job. 
Meaning, they keep track of upcoming jobs that 

might possibly suit them. In total, 65% of all IT 
professionals is open for a new position. Although 
that might seem hopeful for employers trying to 
fill their open positions, demand for IT is increasing 
even more rapidly than the increase in supply.

More than 60% of the IT professionals is 
willing to change jobs   
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52%

35%

35
%13%

13%

AVERAGE

12%

47%

JUNIOR

12%

SENIOR
41%

MID-CAREER

13%

53%

34% 36%

52%

Actively looking for a new job Passively looking for a new job Not looking for a new job

Labour market activity: How active are IT professionals who look for a new job?

Source: Arbeidsmarkt GedragsOnderzoek (AGO)



Mobility also under passive job seekers  
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One out of five (62,000) employed IT professionals 
changed jobs within the last year. Of these 62,000, 
36,000 also changed employer, and 26,000 
changed jobs within their respective organization. 
Since there are 39,000 active jobseekers, this 
means that the number of job transitions (62,000) 
is caused for a significant part (23,000 transitions) 
by passive job seekers. 

Junior professionals (47%) changed jobs more 
often, as compared to mid-career (8%) and senior 
professionals (15%).  In the previous year, 30% of 
all junior professionals changed their employer as 
well, and 17% changed jobs within their current 
organization. All in all, job mobility within the own 
organization is high among IT professionals.

In general, employees in the age of 55 or above 
seem to have a poor position on the Dutch labour 
market.  

In contrast, the analyses based on data from 
“www.arbeidsmarktkansen.nl” show that IT  
professionals with the age of 55 or above, do still 
have a promising position on the labour market. 

On the average, employed IT professionals with an 
age of 55 of above who are willing to change jobs, 
have to search for two months before they find a 
new job.  

Unemployed IT professionals with the age of 55 or 
above have to search for four months before they 
find a new job. And the perspective for 2015 is 
good; the chance for finding a new job will further 
improve.

Junior: <3 year work experience (8,000) Mid-career: 4-10 year work experience (35,000) Senior: >10 year work experience (19,000)

The 55+ IT professionals do not have to worry about their position

In total 62,000 job changes 

Source: Arbeidsmarkt GedragsOnderzoek (AGO)
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The demand for flexible work relationships is 
increasing. We see that 80% of the self-employed 
IT professionals is actively or passively looking for 
new job assignments. In addition, 60% of the 
self-employed IT professionals found one or more 
job assignments at a new employer last year. 

Moreover, 60% of the self-employed IT  
professionals had more than three new  
assignments per year. Overall, in 2014 there  

were on average more assignments per self-
employed IT professional than in the previous 
years. 

[note: based on the data, self-employed IT  
professionals have an average of 3 assignments per 
year. We believe this average is too high and the 
figure might be effected by the actual fiscal rules. 
In 2015 we will perform additional research to gain 
extra insights on these figure.] 

Self-employed IT market is growing: 
self-employed IT professionals on average 
have three paid job assignments per year 

Flex 40% 40% 20%

Actively looking 
for new work

Passively looking 
for new work

Not looking for 
new work

0% 100%

6%

38%

25%

19%

12%

number of new job assignments 

1 job assignment

2-5 job assignments

6-10 job assignments

11-25 job assignments

> 25 job assignments

The self-employed labour market activity is high: 80% is (passively) looking for new work 

37% of the self-employed IT professionals has 2 to 5 paid job
assignments per year. 56% even six or more

Source: Arbeidsmarkt GedragsOnderzoek (AGO)
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Headhunting activities in the IT industry are 
high, but they are decreasing noticeably

In 2013, 44% of the IT professionals was  
approached by a headhunter on a monthly basis. 
In 2014, only 25% of the IT professionals was 
approached by a headhunter on a monthly basis. 
Senior professionals receive most attention and 
junior professionals least attention by headhunters. 
All-in-all, headhunting activities in the IT industry 
are high, but decreased in the last year. However,  
IT professionals are still headhunted three times 
more than the average Dutch employee and we 
expect that 2015 will see a dramatic increase in 
the number of times IT professionals are being 
approached. 
 
The question in 2014 is, whether recruiters were 
less active, which would not be in line with the 
expectations, or whether IT professionals became 
less accessible through the obvious channels, for 
example, LinkedIn.

Is never
being approached

Junior 37% 
Mid-career 35%
Senior 29%
Average 34%

Is being
approached monthly 

Junior 25% 
Mid-career 22%
Senior 32%
Average 25%

Source: Arbeidsmarkt GedragsOnderzoek (AGO)

How often are IT professionals be hunted?



25% of the IT  
professionals  
is headhunted 
every month



• Last year, the demand for IT workers increased 
 by 21%. Compared to Q1 2014 the demand for 
 IT workers increased by 19% in Q1 2015.   
 Especially highly skilled IT professionals with 
 software development skills and technical 
 profiles are highly wanted. Furthermore, IT 
 professionals with a background in computer 
 science, software engineering and multimedia 
 are attractive employees.  
• More specific, based on the number of job 
 vacancies, employers were especially keen on 
 finding software engineers, mostly Java, .Net 
 and PHP programmers. In addition, IT employees
 working as system administrators and 
 security specialists were also popular recruitment 
 target groups. 
• In 2015, the demand for talented IT 
 professionals will keep growing. 

The demand for IT professionals increased 
by 19% in Q1 2015    
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Wanted: which IT professional is attractive and popular?

Top 15 most asked hbo/wo functions
by employers in 2014
 
 1 Software engineer

 2 Java developer

 3 PHP programmer

 4 .net programmer

 5 Web developer

 6 Software tester

 7 System Manager

 8 C,c++,c# programmer 
 9 SAP Consultant

 10 IT Manager

 11 System Architect

 12 Application manager

 13 Functional application manager

 14 BI specialist datawarehouse

 15 IT Consultant 

Source: Job Feed



As highlighted in the figure below, in 2014 the 
demand especially increased for IT professionals 
working as IT manager, programmer C, C++, C# 

and Java developers. In addition, the demand  
for web developers increased very strong for two 
consecutive years.

The figure presents the total number of IT job 
vacancies in Q1 2015 as compared to Q1 2014, 
and the total number of vacancies in Q1 2014 as 
compared to Q1 2013. The circle size represents 
the number of job vacancies for each position. 

A larger circle represents more job vacancies for a 
position. The horizontal axis represents the relative 
growth from Q1 2013 to Q1 2014 and the vertical 
axis represents the growth from Q1 2014 to  
Q1 2015.
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Rise in IT job vacancies  Q1 2014 to Q1 2013
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Figure with fastest risers

Source: Job feed, Intelligence Group, jobboards

The fastest growing IT jobs of Q1 2015 



Most attractive to employers are IT specialists with 
knowledge and skills in the fields of developing, 
engineering, testing, systems management, cloud 
computing, cyber security, Java, SAP, .Net, EPM, 
C, C #, PHP, Python, Web, Agile, Scrum, Big Data, 
Oracle and Mobile. 

Furthermore, IT and analytics are increasingly 
important and integrated into various business 
departments, such as, Marketing and Finance. 
Therefore employers are focusing more and more 
on recruiting IT professionals with strong IT skills 
combined with knowledge of the business and 
business processes.

IT skills for 2015: what is hot?    
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Employers are hunting IT professionals with strong skills in cloud computing, cyber security and 
Java, combined with knowledge of the business and business processes.

Top 15 most popular IT skills 
 
 1 Cloud Computing

 2 Cyber security

 3 Java

 4 SAP

 5 .NET

 6 EPM

 7 C, C#

 8 Agile

 9 PHP

 10 Python

 11 Web &  Mobile

 12 Scrum

 13 Big Data

 14 Oracle

 15 Skills in: developing, engineering,  
  testing, system management 

Source: Job feed, Intelligence Group, jobboards 
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Randstad-provinces provide 55% of 
all vacancies  

Scarcity in the region: best & worst province to recruit IT professionals

Groningen   +

Drenthe   -

Friesland   --

North-Holland   0

South-Holland   0

North-Brabant   0

Limburg   0

Gelderland   +

Zeeland   ++

Overijssel   0

Utrecht   0

Flevoland   0

Based on the scarcity level*, the figure below shows whether it is attractive, neutral or not attractive to 
recruit IT professionals in a particular province.  

• Because of the limited supply of IT professionals, 
 scarcity is highest in Friesland and Drenthe.  
• The scarcity in other provinces is comparable to 
 the national average. The national average
 currently means that for every IT professional  
 

 there are two suitable job vacancies (see 
 next page).
• The Randstad-provinces, Utrecht, South-Holland, 
 North-Holland, together provide 55% of all the 
 IT job vacancies.

*) Scarcity highlights the total supply of IT professionals compared to the total demand of IT professionals

- -  = most difficult to recruit IT professionals (scarcity is the highest)
++  = least difficult to recruit IT professionals (scarcity is the lowest)

Source: Job feed, Arbeidsmarkt GedragsOnderzoek (AGO)
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The demand for IT professionals is highest in the 
provinces of South-Holland, North-Holland and 
Utrecht. The demand is lowest in the provinces of 
Zeeland, Friesland 
and Drenthe. But 
what about supply? 

On the average, 
for every IT profes-
sional there are two 
job vacancies. That 
means two different 
employers are willing 
to recruit the same  
IT professional at  
the same time. In 
addition, IT  
Professionals with a bachelor degree are relatively 
scarcer when compared to demand than IT profes-
sionals with a master degree. For every 4  
IT professionals with a master degree there are 5 
job vacancies. But for every 4 IT professionals with  
a bachelor degree there are 16 job vacancies.  
Overall, the demand is larger than the supply in 
both groups. 

Developments in IT and automation follow through 
in rapid succession. As a result, the demand for IT 
professionals is expected to increase in the coming  

years. Furthermore, the 
number of graduates 
from IT studies is also  
expected to increase. 
However, whether the 
number of graduates 
is sufficient to fill all 
job vacancies remains 
a question that cannot 
be answered at this 
moment. In the next 
few years the short-
age of IT professionals 
with a bachelor degree 

is expected to remain an issue, both in absolute 
numbers as in type of skills needed by employers. 
Scarcity of IT professionals is especially high for IT 
employees with software development / technical 
profiles. How to attract these specific profiles to 
your company? How should we target our  
communication? You will find more information 
about attracting IT professionals to your company 
in the last two sections of this report.

For every IT professional there are two 
job vacancies 

Total
1:2

Master (wo)
4:5

Bachelor (hbo)
1:4

Source: Job feed

Ratio of supply - demand of IT professionals



“There is strong demand for juniors+  
in the labour market, meaning  

IT professionals who entered the labour 
market between 2009 and 2014 and 
who have 4 to 6 years of thorough  

working experience. 

This specific target group is by far too 
small to meet the demand in the current 
market. However, employers might be 
overly occupied with the rejuvenation  

of their organization.” 



• The majority of IT professionals prefer to work 
 in the IT services and automation industry. 
• The government is especially popular among 
 employed IT professionals. The advisory and 
 consultancy industry are popular for both 
 employed and self-employed IT professionals. 

• Interestingly enough, self-employed IT 
 professionals like to work in industries such 
 as healthcare, social services and welfare.  
 These industries are not found in the top 10 
 of most favourite industries for employed 
 IT professionals.

Federal government popular under 
employed IT professionals 

19

IT service and automation

Advisory and consultancy

Other (business) services

Local government

Education and Science

Social services

Telecommunication

Healthcare

Communication/media

Welfare

Finance/banking and insurance

Self-employed IT professionals

Employed IT professionals

53%

60%

23%

18%

9%

9%

9%

9%

9%

9%

10%

10%

11%

11%

11%

12%

12%

14%

14%

20%

15%

16%

IT service and automation

Federal government

   Advisory and consultancy

Education and Science

Local government

Finance/banking and insurance

Telecommunication

Communication/media

Tourist and recreation

Other (business) services

Police/Fire-brigade/Defense

Top 10 most favorite industries

Source: Arbeidsmarkt GedragsOnderzoek (AGO)



The majority (60%) of the IT professionals prefer  
to work in the IT/Automation service sector.  
Remarkably, only two employers (IBM and  
Microsoft) out of the 10 most popular employers 
operate in this industry. 

IT professionals evaluate Shell and Google as most 
popular employer. Banks are also attractive to work 
for. Of the three largest banks in the Netherlands, 
ING is the most popular. In the previous years, 
banks have launched many campaigns aimed at  
attracting IT talent. As a result, their  
communication activities seem to be effective. 

Employers operating in the IT/Automation services 
industry showed the largest demand for IT in 2014.  
Especially Ordina en Sogeti published many job 
vacancies for IT professionals. Often, highly skilled 
IT professionals working for these companies will 
be seconded by another company. 

Shell and Google most favourite employers. 
Banks are also popular to work for 
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Top-10 most favorite employers for 
IT professionals  
 
 1 Shell

 2 Google

 3 Het Rijk

 4 ING

 5 Philips

 6 Rabobank

 7 IBM

 8 ABN AMRO

 9 Microsoft

 10 KLM

Top-10 employers with the 
biggest demand   
 
 1 Ordina

 2 Sogeti

 3 Centric

 4 KPN

 5 Capgemini Nederland

 6 Microsoft

 7 TomTom

 8 eFocus

 9 ATOS

 10 VCD IT Groep

Source: Job feed



Is the IT  
professional  
mobile and 
willing to 
travel?



Self-employed IT professionals and employed junior 
IT professionals are willing to commute the longest 
time.  

On the average, IT professionals are willing to
commute to work for 47,9 minutes on a one-
way journey. Compared to the average Dutch 
employee, this is 10 minutes more per one-way 
journey. Self-employed IT professionals are even 
willing to commute 20 minutes more than average 
per one-way journey.  

Compared to junior IT professionals, mid-career 
and senior IT professionals are less willing to  
commute to work for longer periods of time.  
However, they are still willing to commute to  
work for a longer period of time than the average 
Dutch employee.

22

IT professionals are willing to commute longer 
to work than the average Dutch employee    

Is the IT professional mobile and willing to commute?

47,9 minutes

49,3 minutes

36,5 minutes

51,4 minutes

47,2 minutes

0 minutes 100 minutes

Average
IT professional

Senior

56,4 minutes
Self-employed IT professional

Average
Dutch emloyee

Junior

Mid-career
Source: Arbeidsmarkt GedragsOnderzoek (AGO)



The map above highlights a commuting distance 
of maximum 60 minutes for five regions. This gives 
organizations located in these regions a better  
understanding on which part of the Netherlands 
they should address their recruitment efforts in 
order to be most effective. 

Successfully recruiting an IT professional depends 
on many aspects, but knowing that especially 
mid-career professionals prefer an acceptable  
commute time of less then an hour, this is  
definitely something to take into account.
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Amsterdam

Nijmegen

Maastricht

Groningen

Breda

< 15 minutes 15-30 minutes 30-60 minutes 60 minutes border 60-90 minutes 90-120 minutes

Source: bereikbaarheidskaart.nl
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IT professionals who are actively looking for a new 
job are (relatively) easily accessible. In contrast, IT 
professionals who are passively looking for a new 
job are much more difficult to recruit. The results 
of this monitor show that passive job seekers  
made many job changes in 2014. Therefore it is 
important to understand the mobility reasons and 
drivers for this group.    

“My new job should at least offer the same 
conditions as my current job” 

IT professionals are willing to change jobs if the 
new job offers at least the same conditions as their 
current job. 
 
All highly skilled IT professionals mention a good 
salary as the most important motivator.  
Nevertheless, providing a good salary is not 
enough by itself. Challenging work, career  
opportunities, a good working atmosphere and  

an acceptable duration of commute are also 
important motives. Juniors, mid-career and senior 
professionals are attracted by different conditions 
of employment. Juniors are 10% more motivated 
when compared to mid-career and senior  
professionals by challenging work. Mid-career 
professionals are mostly attracted by a permanent 
contract and an acceptable duration of commute 
time. Senior professionals are mostly motivated by 
a good working atmosphere.

Strategic sourcing
Strategic sourcing is one of the most important 
recruitment activities to attract passive job seekers. 
In the white paper “Power or Talent Sourcing”  
you can read everything about strategic sourcing 
(see the website of Sterksen or of iG! in order to 
download this whitepaper).

How to attract IT professionals when  
they are not actively looking for a new job?



 

Salary 
“For every IT professional salary is motivator number one”

Permanent contract 
“A permanent contract is mainly for mid-careers an important driver”

The content of the job 
“No much difference between juniors, mid-careers and 
seniors on the importance of the content of the job”

Daily commute  
“Mid-careers prefer an acceptable travel time more than juniors 
and seniors do”

Working atmosphere 
“A good atmosphere is the most important for senior IT professionals”

Challenge of the job 
“Especially juniors do expect a challenging job. Challenge is least 
important for mid-careers”

 
Flexible working times 
“Flexibility most important driver for mid-careers”

Ownership 
“Surprising, seniors are not really motivated by getting ownership. 
Mid-careers do think ownership is important”

Terms of employment/employee benefits 
“Terms of employment are equal important to juniors, mid-careers 
and seniors”

Career opportunties 
“Juniors are two times more driven than mid-careers by 
career opportunities” 
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52% 53% 59%

26% 40% 38%

41% 41%37%

37%28% 28%

38% 41%32%

32%44% 30%

23% 29% 21%

28%25% 12%

23% 23%25%

32% 14% 28%

Top-10 motivators 

Junior Mid-career Senior

Source: Arbeidsmarkt GedragsOnderzoek (AGO)



• IT professionals with less than three years work 
 experience (juniors) find it important to get 
 reimbursement for travel expenses. They also 
 find it important to get a lot of leisure time.  
 Furthermore, juniors are willing to develop 
 themselves. Therefore, more often than for 
 mid-career and senior professionals, job 
 changes among juniors can be associated with 
 career growth. For this reason it is important to 
 provide juniors with education and training 
 possibilities in order to keep challenging them. 

• Mid-career professionals are most likely to 
 change their job in pursuit of more flexibility.  
 An organization with flexible working hours, 
 also providing the opportunity to work from out 
 of a home office, will be evaluated more 
 positive. Mid-career professionals are also 
 motivated by extra benefits, such as, a 13th 
 month and a laptop or phone. Finally, good 
 pension schemes are an important driver for 
 mid-career professionals. 

• Senior professionals are motivated, more than 
 juniors and mid-career professionals, by a 
 company car. For all other aspects seniors score 
 comparable to average.

Preferred working conditions differ across 
junior, mid-career and senior professionals   
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Working from home

Flexible working times

Pension schemes

13th month

Reimbursement of travel expenses

Many vacation days 

Education & training facilities 

Company car

Employee benefits in form of laptop and/or phone

Incentives 

34% Junior

56% Mid-career

43% Senior

42% Junior

51% Mid-career

36% Senior

23% Junior

42% Mid-career

32% Senior

38% Junior

37% Mid-career

37% Senior

56% Junior

35% Mid-career

42% Senior

43% Junior

31% Mid-career

36% Senior

51% Junior

25% Mid-career

33% Senior

15% Junior

22% Mid-career

28% Senior

13% Junior

20% Mid-career

17% Senior

19% Junior

20% Mid-career

20% Senior

Source: Arbeidsmarkt GedragsOnderzoek (AGO)



This paper was created by means of using the  
data of Intelligence Group. Intelligence Group  
possesses a great amount of data. Since 2003  
Intelligence Group systematically researches the  
job seeking behaviour and characteristics of the 
Dutch labour force (In Dutch called Arbeidsmarkt 
GedragsOnderzoek; AGO). The most important 
core values of AGO are actuality, reliability,  
representativeness and independency. For this  
analysis the most recent dataset is used. The 
database consists of 22,443 respondents and is 
weighted based on the National Statistics Bureau 
(Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, CBS).

The target group IT professionals is sufficiently  
represented in Intelligence Group’s Dutch database. 
Therefore we could rely on quantitative research. 
However, additional sources have been addressed 
to obtain more detailed information about the 
target group. To define the total number of job 
vacancies, job feeds have been used. In addition, 
different job boards, IT industry websites  
(e.g. computerworld), LinkedIn and  
www.bereikbaarheidskaart.nl have been used. 

Technical justification  

Company description 
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Intelligence Group
Intelligence Group is a Dutch research agency  
specialized in (global) recruitment intelligence. 
Intelligence Group analyses and solves recruitment 
issues through innovative research methods. This 
can range from research reports and consultancy  
to all-encompassing solutions for recruitment, 
recruitment marketing and employer branding 
problems on both a national and an international 
level. Intelligence Group is a trendsetting partner  
of many employers and recruitment-related  
companies in the Netherlands and many other 
countries.

Geert-Jan Waasdorp, CEO Intelligence Group 
geert-jan@intelligence-group.nl 

Sterksen
Sterksen is a Dutch-based recruitment services 
company. Sterksen specializes in executive search, 
RPO/recruitment outsourcing and IT & Technology 
Talent Search. With offices in Breda and Amster-
dam we deliver recruitment services to a variety 
of Corporate and Corporate Mid Market clients in 
The Netherlands and Northern Europe.

Paul Storimans, Managing Partner Sterksen 
Paul.storimans@sterksen.com 


